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-Screenshot=myScreenshotName Screenshot the game with the name you specify for your Steam screenshot. -Screenshot=Screenshots name of the steam folder where the
screenshots are stored. -Screenshot=ScreenshotPath specify a custom path for the screenshots (used as output folder). -Video=path to a VDMK video file To upload a VDMK

video as a Steam background. -Video=VideoPath Path to the VDMK video file -Video=width Specify width of your video (720 or 1080) -Video=height Specify height of your video
(720 or 1080) -Video=ffmpeg Path to ffmpeg to encode the video. -Video=ffmpegbpp Specify the bpp of your video stream (see --help ffmpeg for supported bit depths).

-Video=ffmpegformat Specify the video format of your video. -Video=ffmpegquality Specify the quality of your video (low = default). -Video=ffmpeg-silent Silently run ffmpeg.
-Video=ffmpeg-quiet Silent run ffmpeg, but don't display progress messages. -Video=ffmpeg-quiet-forceforce Force run ffmpeg, even if it's already running, even if it's already
running. -Video=ffmpeg-quiet-nofail Fail if ffmpeg doesn't exit successfully. -Video=ffmpeg-quiet-break Exit if ffmpeg takes more than 3 seconds to run. Games Workshop has
decided to pump out another two video game series to make up for Warhammer 40,000: Dawn of War and Warhammer 40,000: Space Marine flops. They are looking to reboot

the Total War series with a new direction, but you can't call it Total War if it doesn't contain the word "Total" in it.. The first one announced is called Total War: Warhammer II and
it's set in the grimdark world of the Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay setting. This game is aimed at the fantasy audience, and will feature the iconic miniatures of the tabletop

game.
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the mod manager is a small program that you can place
in your start menu or desktop. you can download it here:
/> -> be sure to extract the zip file to the right location!

it will be inside of the folder
steam\steamapps\common\empire at war

corruption\data\modmanagers\modmanagers_v1.1.0 ->
double-click the modmanagers. 1. download'n'install

steam 2. download the mod's archive to a folder of your
choice, e.g. c:\eaw 3. open the archive and extract the
files 4. open the folder where you extracted the files

(the folder with the name of the mod) and double click
the file eaw_start.bat (the windows script file). 5. at the
next screen you will have to select the desired game,

which you want to play, e.
c:\eaw\mod\starwarseawforcesofcorruption\data.txt 6. at
the next screen you will have to give the game folder a

name, e.
c:\eaw\mod\starwarseawforcesofcorruption\data 7. hit

'ok'. 8. the launcher should start, and ask you for admin
rights if you haven't already. if you did not change a

setting and want to start vanilla foc, hit 'play mod' (foc
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has some settings which have to be changed here). i
have tried to get the retail version of star wars: empire
at war: forces of corruption from steam. i have installed

steam, but when i launch the launcher, it says it was
unsuccessful. (the launcher has worked for other mods
in the past) it gives no specific error, it just says it was

unsuccessful. it also gives no error when i try to play the
mod (without using the launcher). to use this version of

the launcher, you'll need to use the 1.1.0 version of
'empireatwarmodlauncher_v1.0.zip' - the 1.0 version of

this launcher won't work with this version of
'empireatwarmodlauncher_v1.zip'. --> the 1.0 launcher's

'data_main' feature won't work with the 1.0 version of
this launcher - you'll have to use the new 'data' feature

inside the 1.0 version of this launcher to install new mod
files. --> you can set the mod folder to default (or use
the mod folder inside the 1.0 launcher) and the 'data'
folder to default (or use the 'data' folder inside the 1.0

launcher) -> inside the
'empireatwarmodlauncher_v1.zip' folder, there are also
a bunch of pictures - please refer to the pictures inside
'empireatwarmodlauncher_v1.zip' for using the 'data'

feature of this launcher - just install aotr to a complety
emty folder somewhere on your pc (not the eaw folder).
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now rename the folder 'data' to 'data_main' and move it
inside 'modsaotr2.50 (now aotr2.50 should have a data
and a data_main folder inside of it). --> move aotr2.50
inside the real empire at war corruption 'mods' folder
and start up my launcher - youre good to go and may
play aotr with the new and harder ai and with no mod

conflicts at all^^ 5ec8ef588b
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